Obviously, (2) \x(**)\ £ P(x*)
for each x* eA. By the Hahn-Banach theorem we may extend x to all of X* and (2) persists. Since X is reflexive, we may identify x with a point of X.
We shall be concerned with applications of the Helly-Hahn theorem. One important case occurs when the semi-norm p is generated by a positive, continuous, conjugate-linear operator T:X*->X. Positive means that x*(Tx*) ^ 0 for every x*eΓ, and conjugate-linear means that T(ax*) = aTx* when the scalar field is complex. In this case p(x*) = i/α?*(2V*) is a continuous semi-norm on X* and the Helly-Hahn theorem takes the following form. A second case occurs when the semi-norm p is generated by a bounded operator T defined on a linear subspace of X* to X. COROLLARY Proof. The function p(x*) = K ||Γ||^ ||a?*|| defines a (semi-)norm on X*. Since y* -^k=ι oc ik xf k is in A, the condition (4) implies Σ a ίk c ik so that (1) holds. Now by the Helly-Hahn theorem an xel exists such that (i) holds, and (iii) follows from the inequality \x(x*)\ = \x*(x)\ £ p(x*) = Finally, (4) implies that \x*(x)f ^ x*(Tx*) for x*eA, and by continuity for all #* in the closure of A. The converse is trivial since (4) follows from (i) and (ii).
REMARKS.
It is evident that x is unique whenever {x?} ieI is a complete set in X* (i.e., the closure of A is X*).
Positive, continuous, conjugate-linear operators T: X* -> X occur naturally. For example, if X is a Hubert space, the familiar identification of X* with X has these properties. See also §5. 3* An example* As an application of Corollary 2.2, we shall obtain the following result, and then note in the next section that a similar proof implies several significant generalizations. Furthermore, we have
for all x*eH*(D). In particular, for the point evaluation functionals we have
Proof. Let
Therefore {f m } forms a normal family, and the limit / of any convergent subsequence interpolates: xf(f) = c t for all i e /. Furthermore, since (9) REMARKS. 1. In case {xf} ί&1 is a complete set of functionals, then (7) implies that K is a positive kernel. This occurred in FitzGerald's theorem; however, we do not need to assume that the set of functionals is complete.
2. If the kernel K(z f ζ) of Theorem 4.1 is already square integrable over D x D, then the exhaustion is not needed in the proof. As a consequence, we may conclude that there exists an interpolating function belonging to I/JJD). Unfortunately, the Bergman kernel does not have this property. However, we shall see in Theorem 5.1 that it also produces interpolating functions in REMARKS. Just as in Example 4.1 we may choose point evaluations for the set {xf} ie j of functionals and then (10) assumes an analogous form. This set of functionals will be complete and u will be unique if, for example, DdR 2 and there are infinitely many points on some analytic Jordan curve in D whose interior is also in D.
If, as in Example 4.2, we specify certain partial derivatives at a fixed point t Q eD, then (10) will assume a corresponding form. Furthermore, u will be unique if we interpolate all its partial derivatives at ί 0 .
Another proof of Theorems 4.1 and 4.1' could be based on the fact that Montel spaces, such as H (D) and h(D) , are reflexive. In this case one can apply Corollary 2.1 directly after showing that the conjugate-linear operator Tx* -x*K is continuous. 5* Reproducing kernels* Let X be a Hubert space with a reproducing kernel. That is, X is a space of functions on a set Zλ In addition, there is a kernel function
each z e D, and (b) x(z) = (x, K(z, •)) for each xeX and z eD.
Since X is a Hubert space, the natural identification of X* with X defines a positive, bounded, conjugate-linear operator T. It has the property that x*(Ty*) = x*y*K. Thus Corollary 2.2 implies the following. THEOREM [1, Thm. 2] . They stated it for a family {xf} ieI of point evaluation functionals, but their argument carries over in the present form. They obtained it as an application of a very useful, general interpolation theorem for function spaces, which in turn is based on the proof of Theorem 2.1.
(Dur en-Williams). Let X be a Hilbert space with a reproducing kernel K. Suppose that {x*} ie i is a set of functionals in X* and that {Ci} ie i is a corresponding set of scalars. Then there exists an xeX such that ( i ) xf (x) -c t for all iel,
Since each positive kernel generates a proper functional inner product space for which it is the reproducing kernel, a proof of Theorems 4.1 and 4.1' could be based on Theorem 5.1. In this framework one needs to identify points in the proper functional completion with analytic or harmonic functions when the kernel has these properties.
We note a few examples of interesting kernels: where z = (z (1) , , z in) ) and ζ = (ζ (1) , , ζ (n) ), and can be used in Theorem 5.1. In addition, 2ReK(z, ζ) By Theorem 4.1 there exists an \) such that x*(F) = C^ for all ί e I and, moreover, (13) I χ*(F) | 2 ^ 61 x* for every x* 6 £Γ*(A) Since ΣίUi ^Si fc /i fc a l so interpolates the set {C t ) ί&1 and the family {xf} ie i is complete, we conclude that F = Σf=i /8/,/JV Therefore, taking cc* in (13) to be point evaluation at z, we have (15) for all y* eH*(D 2 ). Since the family {yf} je j is complete, we may find finite linear combinations y? = Σ*=i ? y Jf* " that converge to the point evaluation functional at a fixed point ζ 0 . In this case (15) implies a uniform bound on compact subsets of A for the analytic functions y*(G z ) = ^Σ^=iΊ ύμv f ύμ^{ z) of z. Consequently, their limit G z (ζ 0 ) is analytic in z.
Define V(z, ζ) = G z (ζ). Then V is analytic in each variable and so belongs to H{D 1 x A) Furthermore, xfyfV = «*(/ y ) = c, y for all iel and ieJ. Finally, (12) follows from (11) since the families {xΐ)zei and {y*] 3 ej are complete. V is unique for the same reason.
REMARKS. FitzGerald's theorem [2, Thm. 1.2] is the special case m = n = 1 where the sets of f unctionals are sequences of point evaluations, both having an interior accumulation point. As in the examples following Theorem 4.1, there are many other possible choices for functionals. Furthermore, the index sets I and J do not need to be denumerable.
The following corollaries are fairly direct consequences of Theorem 6.1. We omit their proofs since they are analogous to those of FitzGerald [2, Theorems 1.3 and 1.4] . Proof. Inequality (16) is an immediate consequence of (i) and (ii) for the functional x* defined by x*(g) = ΣίU OL ik g(z ik ).
Conversely, if (16) One easily obtains analogous versions of Theorem 7.1 for harmonic or pluriharmonic functions.
For our final remark, let us restrict our attention to the unit disk D and the kernels K(z, ζ) = where p is a positive integer. In this case, if {zj» =1 is a sequence
